RA Final Round Transfer Interview Rating Form
RA Selection For 2015-2016 Academic Year

Candidate: Alison Moss  Date: 2/12/15

Starter Question Comments:
1. Biztawks - not a business student and wants a community where she can be a better resource. Good dynamic on floor and open to all.
2. Chance to plan events on her own - how to do this - initiative and creativity.

Living and Learning Community:
1. See attached sheet w/notes
2. Using food as motivator - clique but true. Create personal investment - give them choice and participation will go up.
3. Works with a great team so it has been easy. Being a productive member of her team. Thinking outside the box and planning big ideas. Focus on what the students need.
4. Half of her floor is not in biz, so that has been difficult. Keeping touch w/ those who are invested. Be persistent.
5. 2nd Hawkeye Pride - a lot to work with. Options are endless. Loves sports. 3rd - Hawk 1M - new, different, endless passions.

Closing Questions: (Write down questions the candidate asks of you)
1. N/A
2. Will we find out when new RAs find out?

General Comments: Great candidate, has great event ideas!

Amy Baumgartner
Interviewer Name (print)

Please Check One: ☑ Transfer ☐ Do NOT Transfer

*Should not go back to Biztawks - not her major.
RA Final Round Transfer Interview Rating Form
RA Selection For 2015 – 2016 Academic Year

Candidate: Ali Moss  Date: 2/6/15

Starter Question Comments:
In BizHawks - but is not a business student, others could be a better resource. KT - sounded fun. RA now has a diverse floor with a good dynamic. Programming by yourself vs. w/ 8 other people. Need initiative & creativity.

Living and Learning Community:
1. Was excited about getting students out in the community and trying things they otherwise wouldn’t. Creating a cookbook for other RA’s. Using RA conference program - diversity cupcakes.
2. It’s their idea if they get to help plan they are more excited to use floor input.
3. Been really easy - we are a fun team. Everyone following through really helps. Thinking about what students need.

Closing Questions: (Write down questions the candidate asks of you)
1. N/A
2. When will we find out. "I'm flexible."

General Comments: Please Check One: □ Transfer □ Do NOT Transfer

String programming ideas, really brought in the community. Very flexible & adaptable.

Alyssa Lipsica
Interviewer Name (print)

Interviewer Signature
Program 1:

Top Chef: Iowa City - Community Event

During this event, residents of Kitchen Table will be able to experience the Taste of Iowa City competition between restaurants in the downtown area. They will get to interact with community members and chefs from several downtown restaurants and learn more about the Iowa City culinary community. Residents will also be able to taste special dishes from some of the fanciest restaurants in town and participate in the People’s Choice vote for the Top Chef winner. Attendees will be able to learn about the different cultures represented in food in the Iowa City area and experience dining in a professional networking setting.

Program 2:

Residence Hall Room Cooking/Cook Book - In Hall

During this program residents will learn about different types of food that they can cook in their residence hall room. Often, residents don’t think about being able to cook more than popcorn or easy mac, but there are so many more possibilities out there. During the event we will try out different recipes and brainstorm and test recipes of our own. After the event, residents will put together a Residence Hall Room Recipe book that can be shared with communities across campus. During this event residents will learn about healthy snack and meal options that promote healthier living right in their home.

Program 3:

Diversity Cupcakes - In Hall

During this event residents will be able to get to know each other on a deeper level while making cupcakes. Residents will each get a cupcake sheet and will then place certain colors of batter in the pan for certain identities that they carry with them that will end as a mix of different colors. This exercise allows residents to learn about the people in their LLC and once cooked, will be able to see how different many different (colors) identities are represented on our floor. This will open conversations about things that normally people wouldn’t share, creating an open community on the floor while enjoying cupcakes.

Program 4:

Taste of Iowa City - Community Event (Usually held end of August)

During this program, residents will attend a Downtown Iowa City event called Taste of Iowa City that showcases the local culture of Iowa City and allows community members to try dishes from every downtown area restaurant. During this event, residents will be able to experience food from both local and chain restaurants while getting to tour the downtown Iowa City area. This program will allow the LLC community to get a chance to connect to the community of Iowa City and learn more about the culinary diversity as well as the great downtown area.

Welcome Event
Program 1:
Top Chef: Iowa City - Community Event

During this event, residents of Kitchen Table will be able to experience the Taste of Iowa City competition between restaurants in the downtown area. They will get to interact with community members and chefs from several downtown restaurants and learn more about the Iowa City culinary community. Residents will also be able to taste special dishes from some of the fanciest restaurants in town and participate in the People's Choice vote for the Top Chef winner. Attendees will be able to learn about the different cultures represented in food in the Iowa City area and experience dining in a professional networking setting.

Program 2:
Residence Hall Room Cooking/Cook Book - In Hall

During this program residents will learn about different types of food that they can cook in their residence hall room. Often, residents don't think about being able to cook more than popcorn or easy mac, but there are so many more possibilities out there. During the event we will try out different recipes and brainstorm and test recipes of our own. After the event, residents will put together a Residence Hall Room Recipe book that can be shared with communities across campus. During this event residents will learn about healthy snack and meal options that promote healthier living right in their home.

Program 3:
Diversity Cupcakes - In Hall

During this event residents will be able to get to know each other on a deeper level while making cupcakes. Residents will each get a cupcake sheet and will then place certain colors of batter in the pan for certain identities that they carry with them that will end as a mix of different colors. This exercise allows residents to learn about the people in their LLC and once cooked, will be able to see how different many different (colors) identifies are represented on our floor. This will open conversations about things that normally people wouldn't share, creating an open community on the floor while enjoying cupcakes.

Program 4:
Taste of Iowa City - Community Event (Usually held end of August)

During this program, residents will attend a Downtown Iowa City event called Taste of Iowa City that showcases the local culture of Iowa City and allows community members to try dishes from every downtown area restaurant. During this event, residents will be able to experience food from both local and chain restaurants while getting to tour the downtown Iowa City area. This program will allow the LLC community to get a chance to connect to the community of Iowa City and learn more about the culinary diversity as well as the great downtown area.

Using a great resource near campus.